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The Exploration of energization and Radiation in Geospace (ERG) satellite was launched 

in 2016. ERG has an orbit that includes the harshest environment in the near-Earth space: It 

goes through the Van Allen belts where it is exposed to severe space high-energy-particle 

irradiation. The surface electrical conductivity is also required to avoid surface charging 

since accurate particle measurement in the Van Allen belts is one of the most important 

mission. Therefore, we have to carefully select the materials of the thermal control system. 

This paper presents the thermal performance results of thermal vacuum testing and on-orbit 

evaluation and the management of the surface electrical conductivity of the flight thermal 

control system. 

Nomenclature 

AOS = Acquisition Of Signal 

BAT = Batteries 

ERG = the Exploration of energization and Radiation in Geospace 

EM = Engineering Model 

FM = Flight Model 

HCE = Heater Control Electronic 

HEP = High-energy electron experiments  

ISAS = Institute of Space and Astronautical Science 

ITO = Indium Tin Oxide 

JAXA = Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency 

LEP-e       =    Low-enegy particle experiments-electron analyzer 

LEP-i        =    Low-enegy particle experiments-ion mass analyzer 

MEP-e      =   Medium -enegy particle experiments-electron analyzer 

MEP-i       =   Medium-energy particle experiments-ion mass analyzer 

MGF         =   Magnetic field experiment  

MLI = Multi Layer Insulation 

OSR = Optical Solar Reflector 

PWE = Plasma Wave Experiment 

RCS = Reaction Control Subsystem 

RTV = Room Temperature Vulcanizing  

SAP = Solar Array Panel  

S-WPIA = Software-type wave particle interaction analyzer 

TVT = Themal vaccum Test 

USC         = Uchinoura Space Centor 

XEP = Extremely high-energy electron experiments 
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I. Introduction 

HE Energization and Radiation in Geospace (ERG) satellite was developed by the Institute of Space and 

Astronautical Science (ISAS)/Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). It was launched on 20 December 

2016 from Uchinoura Space Center (USC) by an Epsilon rocket. In the first AOS, the ERG signal was received at 

the Santiago Ground Station. It was confirmed that the solar array paddles had been deployed. JAXA has nicknamed 

ERG “ARASE” according to the custom. In this study, it is refereed to as “ERG” to avoid confusion. The scientific 

mission purpose of the ERG is to explore the behavior of relativistic electrons in Earth’s radiation belts.1 In this 

mission, we observe plasma as well as particles with a wide energy range. Also, electric and magnetic fields are 

observed with a wide frequency range to understand particle acceleration as well as decceleration mechanisms with 

the dynamical evolution of space storms. The ERG orbits around the earth with an elliptical orbit of about 300 km x 

33,200 km, the orbital inclination is about 31 degrees, and the orbital period is about 538 minutes. The ERG is spin-

stabilized with a spin rate of about 7.5 revolutions per minute. With the sun face to the -Z plate, the sun angle is 

allowed to change from 5 to 15 degrees with respect to -Z axis in orbit. The ERG is categorized as a small satellite 

and divided into two sections (Figure 1): the mission payload at the top, is about 1m x 1m x 0.6m, and the bus 

payload, which is about 1 m3 .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Diagram of ERG 

 

In the mission payload 9 mission instruments are mounted (Figure 2); Low-energy particle experiments-

electron analyzer (LEP-e), Low-energy particle experiments-ion mass analyzer (LEP-i), Medium-energy particle 

experiments-electron analyzer (MEP-e), Medium-energy particle experiments-ion mass analyzer (MEP-i), High-

energy electron experiments (HEP), Extremely high-energy electron experiments (XEP), Magnetic field experiment 

(MGF), Plasma Wave Experiment (PWE) and Software-type wave particle interaction analyzer (S-WPIA). MGF 

sensor and PWE-MSCsensor are mounted on extended MASTs, and four PWE-WPT sensors are mounted on the 

wire antennae. The bus payload has already been developed for the HISAKI mission, it was launched in September 

2013. This concept may have allowed rapid and low cost development by omitting the qualification test. 

Unfortunately, the ERG mission had an unique orbit and mission requirements so some design changes were needed. 
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Figure 1 Diagram of ERG 
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Figure 2 Internal view of ERG mission payload 
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II. Details of Thermal Control Subsystem 

The ERG bus payload is thermally independent of the mission payload, which is a standard concept of the bus 

design, and insulating spacers as well as multi-layer insulation (MLI) are located between both payloads. The 

thermal interface condition is defined by the interface temperature and heat exchange between the payloads. For 

each mission instrument the interface condition is given by the boundary temperature.   

The ERG thermal control subsystem employs passive thermal techniques for maintaining the temperature 

within their limit. To achieve this purpose, OSR bonded radiator areas are mounted on the bus payload and the 

mission payload. The mission instruments are painted white. The instrument is mounted with MLI except for the  

radiator areas. The 45 heaters (25 in the bus, 20 in the mission) as well as 69 thermistors (42 in the bus, 27 in the 

mission) were mounted on the ERG. They are connected to the Heater Control Equipment (HCE) in the bus payload. 

The heaters were sized to maintain the temperatures within their limits for the maximum eclipse time of 130 minutes. 

The battery (BAT) was covered with MLI and mounted on the dedicated radiator panel which is thermally isolated 

from the other panels because its allowable temperature range is narrow. The thruster modules expected to be hot 

temperature were also isolated from the bus payload. The bus instruments were mounted on the bus payload’s panels 

except the +Z panel on which the mission payload was mounted. The bus instruments and inner side of the panels 

were painted black. In addition, 8 heater panels were placed on the +Z panel to warm the bus payload by radiation 

when the satellite becomes colder than expected.  

The mission instruments were mounted on the side panels of the mission payload; LEP-i, MEP-e, and  HEP 

were mounted on +X panel, LEP-e, and MEP-i were mounted on -X panel, PWE-MSC was mounted on +Y panels 

with, XEP-e, and MGF mounted on -Y panel, PWE-WPTs and S-WPIA were mounted on -Z panel. On the outside 

+Z panel S-ANT1 along with S-ANT3 were mounted.  

There are 3 mission requirements for the TCS to accommodate the ERG orbit environment and obtain high 

quality observation data without noise. First, the degradation of the TCS materials should  be minimum under the 

high level of radiation environment. Second, the exposed TCS surface should not be charged beyond 1V. Finally, 

the magnetic field produced by the current in the TCS heater circuit should be minimized. As mentioned before, 

ERG is exposed to severe radiation environment when it passes through the Van Allen belts repeatedly. To maintain 

performance for thermal control without degradation, we selected radiation-resistant surface material; Black Kapton, 

OSR, and White paint. These were verified by EB, UV, AO, irradiation tests and thermal cycle test. The second, to 

measure the particle energy precisely,especially by LEP-e and LEP-i, the thermal control materials with surface 

electrical conductivity less than 10MOhm were selected. The material shall be electrically grounded to the satellite 

structure, as will be shown in the next section. Third, the magnetic field made of an electric current may affect 

magnetic sensors. To avoid this effect, the heater lines were arranged so that the magnetic field is cancelled out.   

III. Electrically Conductiveness Control of thermal control devices surface 

The thermal control material’s surfaces were required to prevent charge-up over 1V until end of the ERG’s 

mission life. In addition, we have to take care not only the mission payload but also the bus payload because the side 

panels of the bus payload as well as the mission payload are in the field of view (FOV) of the mission instruments.  

 

A. MLI        

The bus panels and the mission panels were covered with multi-layer insulation (MLI) to isolate heat input 

from the sun, the Earth Albedo, and the Earth IR. Black Kapton film (160XC) was selected as the outer layer. The 

surface resistivity was 103~107 Ohm/square, which is lower than that of the 100XC Black Kapton (according to 

Sheldahl). Generally, there are two bonding parts on a MLI to bond each layer, and two grounding lines from them 

to a structure panel. All of the seam lines and edges were covered by tapes composed of 160XC films and acrylic 

966 (3M) adhesive tape which has no electrical conductivity. Although we had tested acrylic 9703(3M) adhesive, it 

had been peeled off during the thermal cycle test (Figure 3). However, ERG's electrical requirement did not allow 

the  electrically floating area considering the size of the tape. In order to overcome this, four different contact 

patterns using two surface films were proposed. For method one the corner of the black kapton tape is folded and 

makes the black kapton tape contact with the MLI surface (Figure 4a). For the second method the folded corner is 

covered with a small tape (Figure 4b). Third and fourth is sandwiched aluminum film and black kapton film between 

the folded black kapton tape and the MLI surface (Figure 4c, 4d), respectively. These electrically contact methods 

were verified with thermal cycle tests whose temperature extremes and the number of cycles  were expected in orbit; 

the temperature was changed from -160 degrees C to +140 degrees C and the number of cycles was 1000 times. As a 

result, the electrical conductivity was maintained for the method (a) in Figure 4; it is the best in terms of cost and 
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Figure 3 Result of the thermal cycle test of 966 and 9703 adhesive tapes 

reality. From all tapes on the flight MLIs the electrical conductivity was measured one by one (over 1000 points on 

the mission payload) by a multi-meter.  

Even after MLIs were mounted on the satellite, the bonding tape used in a supplementary manner were also 

measured one by one to confirm the electrical conductivity, and if non electrical conductive tape was found, it was 

covered with the another corner-folded tape to connect electrically between two film’s surfaces. It is noted that the 

folded corners were warpped against MLIs surface during handling.  

In addition, the velcro position of MLIs were designed. The velcros are located more than 2mm inside from 

the edge. However, velcros are exposed to the environment through the gap. To avoid charge-up, the velcros were 

covered by the corner-folded-tape as much as possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Radiator panel  

On the radiator area were mounted the OSRs with an indium tin oxide (ITO) top coating which has low 

electrical resistivity surface (a few KOhm/square order) together with bonding electrical conductivity less than that 

of the requirement. Unfortunately, the corner of the OSRs and adhesive surface (electrically-non-conductive room 

temperature vulcanizing (RTV) adhesive) between the OSRs in the mission payload were charged around 1000V 

during the electron beam irradiation test, while the adhesive surface between OSRs of the bus payload were not 

charged over 1V because the OSRs were bonded with the electrically conductive room temperature vulcanizing 

adhesive (RTV). The test set up of the electron beam irradiation is shown in Figure 5; The sample and the 

Table 1 Experimental specification 

Experimental specification 

Low  

Temperature 

(degrees C) 

High 

Temperature 

(degrees C) 

 

Cycle 

-160 +140 160 

 

Black Kapton

Black Kapton

Black Kapton

Black Kapton

966

966

966

966

Aluminum film

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

 
 

Figure 4 Test sample to connect electrically between two Black Kapton surfaces 
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Aluminum plates were connected with ammeters to measure the electric currents and the amount of electron beam 

irradiation. The sample modeled the FM radiator seated on the base plate, and the sample was irradiated from the top 

by 10 keV electrons for a few minutes. Then an electrometer whose probe is 2mm³ was moved to the sample 

position. Charge-up voltage distribution was measured. Due to the fact that the charge were expected to be 

distributed over the radiator panel, it could not be neglected. To remove the charged areas, the areas expected to be 

charged on the FM radiator are covered by the electrically conductive RTV adhesive. Since we cannot confirm 

directly whether the FM panel charge or not due to the facility limitation, the samples made by the same method and 

material were verified along with the establishment of the removal method of the expected charged areas. Although 

the radiator had finally more black parts (Figure 6), the effect on thermal control is small. In addition, during the 

irradiation tests, the dust on the OSRs or RTV had charged up to ten volts, so the surfaces needed to be cleaned 

before launch. 

In the flight integration campaign, we confirmed the OSRs electrical conductance one by one over all the 

panel surface and the OSRs surface as well as after bake-out and  the thermal vacuum test. The conductance value of 

OSRs were below the requirement value.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. System Thermal Vacuum Test 

The thermal vacuum test (TVT) was performed with combined configuration of the bus payload and mission 

payload to verify the component performance during a cycles of hot and cold temperatures in a vacuum environment 

as well as to get thermal equilibrium data to correlate thermal mathematical models including interface between the 

bus payload and the mission payload. The TVT was started on May 5 in 2016 at ISAS until May 18 by using the IR 

heater panel cage to simulate the heat input from the sun which was also used by HISAKI TVT. In three cases, one 

hot case modeled no eclipse condition with observation, and two cold cases modeled the maximum eclipse time with 

observation along with the maximum eclipse time with survival mode, the performance test was started after the 

thermal equilibrium data was collected. Before and after TVT, the performance test was performed with the same 

configuration at room temperature. The test temperature range was determined analytically together with the limited 

temperature. However, MGF and MSC sensors mounted on MASTs were expected under the lower temperature 

limit in the TVT configuration, the dedicated heater panels which covers MASTs were installed. The SAP panels 
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Figure 5 Electron beam irradiation test configuration 
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Figure 6 Radiator panels after electrical conductive management 
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Figure 7 The TVT configuration                              Figure 8 The results of  correlation 

 

were removed and some mission instruments were replaced by EM to avoid contamination. Figure 7 shows the 

system TVT test configuration.  

To confirm the thermal control performance, the test thermocouples were placed near flight platinum 

thermistors, and on the instruments and on the panel close to the instruments to measure the heat conductance. Each 

heater was checked for control performance by using HCE as well as to confirm its integrity.  

In the system TVTs, the functional performance was verified according to the plan. However, a few OSRs on 

the mission payload were broken after the test. The broken OSRs were removed to prevent scattering and moreover 

painted by RTV for maintaining electrical conductivity. The cause of the OSRs breaking was considered due to the 

air remained between OSR and RTV. We made holes in RTV at the edge of OSR to vent air. The effectiveness of 

the holes was verified using a sample.  

The thermal mathematical model was correlated with the system TVT data. The correlated results which 

compare measurement values with predicted values were shown in Figure 8. The difference between the analysis 

and the test was almost less than ±5degrees C. The influence of the electrical conductivity control on the thermal 

control performance seemed not large: No major impact was observed. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                         

 

V. Launch 

The ERG was launched from the Uchinoura Space Center successfully at 8 pm on December 20, 2016 (JST). 

Three months prior to the launch, the ERG had been transferred there for it’s final integration, electrical check for 

the bus components and the mission instruments, final visual inspection, and so on. The mission instruments needed 

purge by GN2 to avoid moisture as well as particle dust. The GN2 purge was continued upto 4 hours before the lift-

off, and therefore the final MLI closure was made after the removal of the purge tube from the late access doors by 

black kapton tape, and the electrical conductiveness was measured. The ability to access a few hours prior to the lift-

off is one advantage of the Epsilon rocket. After the late access acitivity was finished, the launcher was set. the ERG 

was set to the launch mode where the bus components were turned on, and the mission instruments were turned off. 

The catalyst-bed heater was switched on, and the heater control mode was changed from MANUAL to AUTO.  

The first ERG’s signals were received at the Santiago Ground Station and confirmed to be in good health. The 

bus part temperature was slightly decreased, and the mission payload temperature was slowly cooled down. All 

heaters were turned on when they reached their switch-on temperature. The bus and mission payload temperature 

were almost as expected (Table 2).  
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VI. ERG operation 

In orbit, the sun angle was changed from 10 to 135 degrees by using monopropellant thrusters for the perigee 

up maneuver. It means that all radiators mounted on the side panels will be illuminated by the sun. When the sun 

angle is 135 degrees, the S-ANT1 and S-ANT3 mounted on the + Z plate of the mission payload will get more heat 

input. During the perigee up maneuver, we monitored the antenna temperatures as well as all components 

temperature. We confirmed that they were within their temperature limits and the heater duty was decreased.  The 

perigee up maneuver was finished as planned, and the catalyst bed heaters stayed on because it was used in the next 

phase. 

After the perigee up maneuver, the ERG extended PWE-WPT sensors, MGF, and MSC sensors mounted on 

the MAST instruments. To achieve the turn on temperature within the allowable limit, the HCE heater control mode 

was changed from the Low Load Mode (LLM) to the Normal Mode (NRM), which means that the heater control 

temperatures were set to the operating temperatures for all mission sensors. The extension was successfully finished 

with the system temperature stable, and sensor temperatures were also inside the limits. The end of this phase, the 

catalyst bed heaters were turned off because the ERG finished the orbital maneuver and the spin-rate adjustment. 

Next, the mission sensor check-outs were started one by one. The turned-on temperature had already been 

satisfied: no additional temperature control was necessary. When a mission sensor turned-on, the heater mounted on 

it was stopped instead. After the checked out, the mission sensors will start the full observation.  

The temperature and the heater duty were shown in Figs. 9 (a), (b) and Fig. 10, respectively. The heater duty 

was calculated from the number of turn ONs in each day using the data acquired every second.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 The main flight temperature results comparing to predicted temperature (Launch) 
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Figure 9 (a) ERG on-orbit temperature profile of the bus payload 
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Figure 9 (b) ERG on-orbit temperature profile of the mission payload 
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VII. Conclusions 

This paper showed the electrical conductivity control for thermal control devices along with the on-orbit 

thermal control performance results of the ERG (ARASE). We confirmed the thermal control performance and the 

functional performance in the system TVTs. The thermal mathematical model was correlated with the system TVT 

data: The difference between the analysis and the test was almost less than ±5degrees C. The influence of the 

electrical conductivity control on the thermal control performance seemed not large: No major impact was observed. 

In orbit, the flight temperatures of the bus payload agreed fairly with predicted temperatures, while the mission 

payload temperatures were somewhat lower than predicted. The ERG temperature distribution as well as heater 

control were approximately consistent with the requirements. If the full-scale observation will start, high-quality 

data will be provided thanks to the effective electrical conductive management.   
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Figure 10 The on-orbit heater duty 


